


Yahweh & Noah’s Covenant
Genesis 8:1 - 9:17

Every human on earth is dead except for you, your wife, your sons, and their wives. 
Every land creature on earth is dead except the ones on your boat. The world is 
covered in an endless ocean, and you are waiting for months and months just to see dry 
land again. Alone, floating, waiting, praying, and trusting. Many stories in the Bible teach 
us to trust God by faith and obey his commands, and we witness Noah modeling faith 
for us in this particular story. Faith that is blind, helpless, and completely dependent 
upon Father Yahweh for absolutely everything. The master icon for this story captures 
this distinct moment in human history where God rebooted creation, saved the last 
obedient family on earth from annihilation, and initiated a new covenant never to destroy 
the world again by flood. The huge hand and arrow wrapped around the rainbow is a 
symbol of God holding himself accountable never to let his anger against humanity’s 
rebellion lead him to a worldwide destruction by flood. Though you will not find the word 
“trinity” in Scripture, many of these stories display the Father, Son, and Spirit. In this 
story, we see the sun as the Father, the burnt offering as the Son, and the peace dove 
as the Spirit. What a rich, incalculable blessing the Lord gives us to reveal himself 
clearly in his Word and invite us to proclaim his kingdom stories to all nations!

Yahweh & Noah’s Covenant story sketches:

Sketch #1: Cloud, rainbow, & boat - This picture is the story logo. This sketch illustrates 
two important story elements: Noah’s ark and God’s rainbow covenant.

Sketch #2: Dove & olive branch - This picture illustrates the first part of the story where 
the flood is over, the waters are receding, and Noah sends the birds out searching for 
dry land.

Sketch #3: Altar, lamb, & fire - This picture illustrates the second part of the story where 
God commands Noah & his family to depart the ark, and Noah sacrifices a burnt 
offering to honor the Lord. God commands Noah to bear fruit and multiply.

Sketch #4: Cloud & rainbow - This picture illustrates the third part of the story where 
God establishes a new covenant with Noah never to destroy humanity again by flood 
and explains the meaning of the rainbow sign.


